Fakta om idrætsskader
Hvert år kommer mange danskere til skade når
de dyrker idræt. Ankelforstuvninger, fibersprængninger, smerter i skuldre, ben, knæ og ankler er
nogle af de hyppigste idrætsskader.
Der findes to typer idrætsskader: akutte skader
og overbelastningsskader.

How we used to understand it
15.000 danskere henvender sig årligt til skadestuerne med akutte
idrætsskader. Der findes ingen opgørelser over antallet af overbelastningsskader,Acute
men detinjuries
er sandsynligvis
langt højere.
Overuse
injuries

Chronic overuse or persistent pain:
Are we asking the right questions?
#sportskongres2019
Twitter: @mh_dk

Akutte skader

Overbelastningsskader

Årsag

For høj belastning på
en gang

For mange gentagelser

Opstår

Pludseligt

Over tid

Bedring

Oftest værst de første
to døgn

Bedres af pause/hvile,
men kommer ofte igen
ved fornyet belastning.

Eksempler

Forstuvning, brud,
slag, fibersprængning.

Overbelastning af lyske,
albue, skulder, underben.

Sportsgrene

Højhastighedsidræt,
idræt med faldrisiko
og kontaktsport.

Udholdenhed, teknisk
prægede idrætsgrene
og idræt med mange
træningspas.

Morten Høgh, PT MSc(Pain) PhD-fellow
Specialist i Muskuloskeletal Fysioterapi, DipMT
Specialist i Sports Fysioterapi, RISPT
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Physical Stress Theory
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“…we do not know whether a tissue is
about to be injured until it begins to
show signs of inflammation (ie, pain,
heat, swelling, or redness)”.
– Mueller & Maluf (2002) on the limitations of Physical Stress Theory
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Figure 1.

Effect of physical stress on tissue adaptation. Biological tissues exhibit 5
adaptive responses to physical stress. Each response is predicted to
occur within a defined range along a continuum of stress levels. Specific
thresholds define the upper and lower stress levels for each characteristic tissue response. The relative relationship between these thresholds is
fairly consistent between people, whereas the absolute values for
thresholds vary greatly.

from routine or steady-state loading provide a stimulus
for tissue adaptation that allows tissues to meet the
mechanical demands of a novel environment.
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turnover without net gain or loss. The range of stress
levels that promote tissue homeostasis is defined as the
maintenance stress range and may be different for different
people. This steady-state or equilibrium response occurs
when tissues are exposed to the same levels of stress to

their structure and composition to best meet the
mechanical demands of routine loading. Deviations

Fundamental Principle B—Biological tissues exhibit 5

change. Tissue homeostasis occurs when tissue degeneration is equal to tissue production, resulting in tissue
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Nociceptive pain

•

Nociception does not explain pain

•

Nociception is the only (scientific) theory to relate
tissue '(over)load' to a painful experience

•

“= Pain can be either nociceptive, neuropathic or
nociplastic”

No tissue injury
Intense pressure

Brødtekst, niveau et
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Conceptual overview over tissue healing

Neurochemical overlapping phases
Months

Weeks
Healthy, uninjured tissue

Days

Injured, but regenerated tissue

Proliferation

Hours

Inflammation

Proliferation

Remodellering
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Adapted from prof Tim Watson: http://www.electrotherapy.org/modality/soft-tissue-repair-and-healing-review
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Remodellering

Inflammatory
response

Tissue
damage/
bleeding

Adapted from prof Tim Watson: http://www.electrotherapy.org/modality/soft-tissue-repair-and-healing-review
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A bit of taxonomy
'known pain' in an area with
inflammation is known as
primary hyperalgesia
As opposed to secondary hyperalgesia where 'known pain'
does not associate with local inflammation etc.

Christian, L. M., Graham, J. E., Padgett, D. A., Glaser, R., & Kiecolt-Glaser, J. K. (2006). Stress and Wound Healing. Neuroimmunomodulation, 13(5-6), 337–346
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Majid Artus et al.

FIG. 2 Overall responses (VAS for pain) up to 52-week follow-up in each treatment arm of included trials. Each line
represents a response line within each trial arm. Red: index treatment arm; Blue: active treatment arm; Green: usual care/
waiting list/placebo arms. ____: pharmacological treatment; - - - -: non-pharmacological treatment; . . .. . .: mixed/other.
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Pain should disappear
when nociception is no
longer eminent?!?

follow-up remained the same regardless of pain severity
psychological treatment and simple advice to hands
at baseline. Baseline mean pain scores for all included
on manual therapies and extensive multidisciplinary pain
treatment arms was 47.0 (S.D. 11.9). Trial arms with basemanagement programmes.
pain scores
below and
this Low
average
In this
review, weshow
foundaevidence
these responses
Artus M,line
vanmean
der Windt
DA, Jordan
KP,above
Hay EM.
back pain
symptoms
similarthat
pattern
of improvement following a wide
showed a mean relative rate of improvement at 27-week
seem to follow a common trend of early rapid improverange
of primary care treatments: a systematic review
of randomized clinical trials. Rheumatology. 2010;49(12):2346-2356
follow-up of 47 and 48%, respectively.
ment in symptoms that slows down and reaches a plateau
6 months after the start of treatment, although the size
of response varied widely. We found a similar pattern
Discussion
of improvement in symptoms following any treatment, regardless of whether it was index, active comparator, usual
The main aim of this review was to summarize evidence
care or placebo treatment. To understand the meaning of
on responses to treatment among low back pain patients
these findings and draw any useful conclusions, we need
in clinical trials in order to test the hypothesis that these
to explore several explanations.
responses follow a similar pattern regardless of the treatOutcome in trials will be influenced by the intervention
ment used.
itself (specific effect), non-specific factors, random variWe examined responses from trials in which patients
ation and errors in the trial design or analysis. Nonvaried in the duration and severity of their pain and
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A new spectrum?

ICD-11 (2018)
•

(persistent)

(acute)
Pain
30
M. Nicholas etassociated
al. 160 (2019) 28–37with
·
tissue
injury or
secondary headache or orofacial pain, chronic secondary
visceral pain, and chronic secondary musculoskeletal pain.
pathology
5

2

35

Pain
beyond healing
PAIN
or
without
In the “frozen linearization” of ICD-11, CPP receives the
diagnostic code MG30.0. If, however, the subtype remains
known pathology
unclear, the code “chronic primary pain unspecified” (MG30.0Z)

Chronic primary pain can occur in any body system (eg,
nervous, musculoskeletal, and gastrointestinal systems),
and in any body site (face, low-back, neck, upper-limb,
thorax, abdominal, pelvis, and urogenital region), or in
a combination of body sites (eg, widespread pain). This is
mirrored by the general structure of the classification.
Subtypes of CPP are listed in Figure 1. A complete overview
of all CPP conditions as implemented in the ICD-11
foundation layer is provided in the supplementary material
accompanying this article (available at http://links.lww.
com/PAIN/A658).

•

®

will be appropriate. We expect that the subtypes are more
informative and will often be identified easily.

4.1. The general structure of the classification of chronic
primary pain

Acute (MG31)

•

“Pain with a duration of less than 3 months. This
code should be used only when there is no further
specification of site.”

Chronic (MG32)
•

“This code should be used if a pain condition
persists or recurs for longer than 3 months.”

4.2. The diagnostic codes in the classification of chronic
primary pain
All codes share the characteristics of CPP explained above.
Specifically, it is chronic pain in one or more anatomical regions
that persists or recurs for longer than 3 months and is associated
with significant emotional distress and/or significant functional
disability. The emotional distress can take many forms, such as
demoralization, depressed mood, anxiety, anger, or frustration.
Functional disability also covers a wide range of interference in
daily life, such as difficulties working, sleeping, or taking part in
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Kroniske, primære
smerter

Your choice:

Narrative Review

The IASP classification of chronic pain for ICD-11:
chronic primary pain
Michael Nicholasa, Johan W.S. Vlaeyenb,c,d, Winfried Riefe, Antonia Barkee, Qasim Azizf, Rafael Benolielg,
Milton Cohenh, Stefan Eversi, Maria Adele Giamberardinoj, Andreas Goebelk, Beatrice Korwisie, Serge Perrotl,
Peter Svenssonm,n, Shuu-Jiun Wango,p, Rolf-Detlef Treedeq,*, The IASP Taskforce for the Classification of
Chronic Pain
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Abstract
This article describes a proposal for the new diagnosis of chronic primary pain (CPP) in ICD-11. Chronic primary pain is chosen when
pain has persisted for more than 3 months and is associated with significant emotional distress and/or functional disability, and the
pain is not better accounted for by another condition. As with all pain, the article assumes a biopsychosocial framework for
understanding CPP, which means all subtypes of the diagnosis are considered to be multifactorial in nature, with biological,
psychological, and social factors contributing to each. Unlike the perspectives found in DSM-5 and ICD-10, the diagnosis of CPP is
considered to be appropriate independently of identified biological or psychological contributors, unless another diagnosis would
better account for the presenting symptoms. Such other diagnoses are called “chronic secondary pain” where pain may at least
initially be conceived as a symptom secondary to an underlying disease. The goal here is to create a classification that is useful in
both primary care and specialized pain management settings for the development of individualized management plans, and to assist
both clinicians and researchers by providing a more accurate description of each diagnostic category.
Keywords: ICD-11, Classification, Chronic pain, Chronic primary pain, CRPS, CWP, Fibromyalgia, Headache, Orofacial pain,

Visceral pain, Musculoskeletal pain, Idiopathic pain, Functional pain

1. Background on chronic primary pain
There are 2 main diagnostic classification systems used internationally for chronic pain, apart from headaches: the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM) published by the American Psychiatric
Association (APA), and the International Classification of Diseases
(ICD) published by the World Health Organization (WHO). However,
both have been found wanting in their accounts of chronic pain
conditions. In particular, neither system reflects the developments in
pain research over the last 2 decades, and they do not have clear
treatment or management implications.10,15,16,38,61 To illustrate,

ICD-10 refers to pain attributable exclusively to an underlying
pathophysiological mechanism.19 In the absence of a clear (pathophysiological) etiology, and when biological, psychological, and
social factors seem to be contributing to a chronic pain presentation,15 ICD-10 offers only the option of “somatoform pain
disorder.” However, this classification cannot be used when
pathophysiological factors are also considered to be contributing
to the pain problem.39
These distinctions have important treatment implications. As
Taylor and colleagues pointed out, if we accept that chronic pain is
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9,6% of the
· population!

Pain could be nonnociceptive?!!
(i.e. neuropathic or chronic)

We need more/better tools
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Pain science 1.02
We are not helpless when faced with
pain that is not nociceptive
- but we need a different approach!

Consider this:
•

Did you rule out red flags and neuropathic pain?

•

Can you affect the symptoms? Can your patient?

•

Does your treatment help the patient reach their
goals?

•

Does pain follow tissue healing?

•

Does symptom aggravation (or reduction) follow
tissue stress?

Brødtekst, niveau et
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